
The rusty planet 

By Lia 

Do you think that Mars is hot? Well think again, that is 

what I thought but is not hot it is actually cold! We would think 

that it would be hot because of its outer layer, but it is iron and 

dust! In my essay I will tell you about, Life on Mars and Mar’s 

Martian Atmosphere. 

Life on Mars 

Once on Mars we think it had water on it but not salt 

water like Earth has it had fresh water on it not like Earth! Lots 

of astronomers use to think that Mars might have life on it, so 

we made rovers on put them on Mars and found no life on 

Mars, but people still think that if you go a little deeper that we 

might find some sort of life on Mars once and for all. 

Martian Atmosphere 

The atmosphere on Mars is so thin that we cannot breathe 

on mars because we humans, need thick air with oxygen and 

not with carbon dioxide, if the atmosphere was thicker that 

maybe just maybe it will be hotter and will warm the frozen 

water and will have rivers on Mars again.  The clouds on Mars 

are made out of water ice and dust particles. Mars is covered 

with sand and iron, when an asteroid hits mars instantly all over 

the planet in is covered with sand and dirt In the air and takes 

weeks for is to go back down on the rusty iron ground of Mars. 



“Well I don’t know about you but I would not want to be in that 

dust storm!”   

 In conclusion I have told you about the amazing life on 

Mars and the crazy atmosphere on Mars. I hope that you liked 

my essay about Mars and its one of a kind atmosphere!     

 

  

  


